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ABSTRACT: The LUMINEU (Luminescent Underground Molybdenum Investigation for NEUtrino
mass and nature) project envisages a high-sensitivity search for neutrinoless double beta (0ν2β )
decay of100Mo with the help of scintillating bolometers based on zinc molybdate (ZnMoO4) crys-
tals. One of the crucial points for the successful performance of this experiment is the development
of a protocol for producing high quality large mass ZnMoO4 crystal scintillators with extremely
high internal radiopurity. Here we report a significant progress in the development of large volume
ZnMoO4 crystalline boules (with mass up to 1 kg) from deeply purifiedmaterials. We present
and discuss the results achieved with two ZnMoO4 samples (with mass of about 0.3 kg each): one
is a precursor of the LUMINEU project, while the other one wasproduced in the framework of
LUMINEU with an improved purification / crystallization procedure. The two crystals were mea-
sured deep underground as scintillating bolometers in the EDELWEISS dilution refrigerator at the
Laboratoire Souterrain de Modane (France) protected by a rock overburden corresponding to 4800
m w.e. The results indicate that both tested crystals are highly radiopure. However, the advanced
LUMINEU sample shows a clear improvement with respect to theprecursor, exhibiting only a
trace internal contamination related with210Po at the level of 1 mBq/kg, while the activity of226Ra
and228Th is below 0.005 mBq/kg. This demonstrates that the LUMINEUpurification and crystal-
growth procedures are very efficient and leads to radiopurity levels which exceedingly satisfy not
only the LUMINEU goals but also the requirements of a next-generation 0ν2β experiment.

KEYWORDS: Double-beta decay detectors; Cryogenic detectors; Scintillators, scintillation and
light emission processes (solid, gas and liquid scintillators); Hybrid detectors.
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1. Introduction

The LUMINEU (Luminescent Underground Molybdenum Investigation for NEUtrino mass and
nature) project [1] aims to develop a technology based on scintillating bolometers – heat-light dou-
ble read-out cryogenic detectors – to be applied to high-sensitivity searches for neutrinoless double
beta (0ν2β ) decay [2], as it was discussed in Ref. [3] and more recently in Ref. [4]. The interest
in this hypothetical very rare process, in which two neutrons inside a nucleus transform simulta-
neously into two protons with the emission of two electrons and nothing else, is related to several
underlying fundamental problems. In general, the observation of the 0ν2β decay would indicate
lepton number non-conservation and therefore the existence of physics beyond the Standard Model
of elementary particles (see e.g. Ref. [5]). The 0ν2β process can give answers to a number of fun-
damental questions on neutrino properties, like the Majorana nature of neutrino (i.e. its equivalence
to its antiparticle), the absolute scale of the neutrino mass and the corresponding ordering of the
mass eigenstates (inverted or normal hierarchy), the values of the Majorana CP-violating phases
and other effects (more details can be found in the recent reviews [5, 6, 7] and references therein).

The LUMINEU collaboration intends to perform a pilot experiment to search for 0ν2β decay
of 100Mo by using scintillating bolometers based on zinc molybdate (ZnMoO4) crystal scintillators
containing∼1 kg of enriched100Mo [1, 8]. The successful accomplishment of the LUMINEU
program would set the foundations for a next-generation 0ν2β decay bolometric experiment capa-
ble to explore the inverted hierarchy region of the neutrinomass pattern [3, 4]. One of the most
challenging tasks of LUMINEU is the development of a protocol for the production of large mass
(∼1 kg) ZnMoO4 crystals with excellent optical quality and high radiopurity, as well as the re-
producibility of the crystal growth. The difficulty of this task can be appreciated by considering
the quite low quality and the modest size of the ZnMoO4 samples available at the beginning of
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the LUMINEU program. Although half a century had elapsed since the growth and the study of
the first small ZnMoO4 crystals [9, 10], no sufficient progress was reached until the last∼5 years,
essentially because of the weak interest in this material. Adecade ago ZnMoO4 scintillator was
suggested as suitable candidate for the implementation of cryogenic experiments to search for rare
events (dark matter and 0ν2β decay of100Mo) in Ref. [11]. At that time, several groups were
motivated to develop a technological process to grow middlevolume ZnMoO4 crystals. Conse-
quently,∼ 10−30 cm3 samples were produced in the next few years by using Kyropoulos [12]
and Czochralski [12, 13] methods. Moreover, one of the samples described in Ref. [13] was tested
for the first time as a scintillating bolometer [14] and demonstrated encouraging prospects for dou-
ble beta decay experiments. Further progress was reached byusing the Czochralski technique,
which enabled the growth of reasonably large ZnMoO4 crystals (up to⊘44×100 mm) [15]. All
these samples had poor optical quality revealed by an intense yellow/orange coloration, and their
size and radiopurity were not enough to plan a large-scale 0ν2β experiment. Therefore, a new
technology was required to resolve these issues in view of anapplication to high-sensitivity 0ν2β
searches.

This paper reports the progress on the development of large mass (∼1 kg) radiopure ZnMoO4
crystal scintillators in the framework of the LUMINEU project. In particular, Section 2 presents the
first successful attempts to develop large ZnMoO4 crystals (precursors of LUMINEU) by using the
low-thermal-gradient Czochralski (LTG Cz) technique [16,17], innovative with respect to the ones
adopted in Ref. [12, 13]. This Section discusses the technological issues related to the performed
R&D activities, aiming at establishing methods for deep purification of molybdenum and growth
of high-quality large-volume ZnMoO4 crystals. Section 3 is devoted to low-background measure-
ments with large mass non-enriched ZnMoO4 scintillating bolometers in the EDELWEISS set-up1

at the Laboratoire Souterrain de Modane (LSM, France), which demonstrate an unprecedented
radiopurity of the tested crystals.

2. Development of ZnMoO4 crystal scintillators

2.1 Precursors of the LUMINEU program

Here we describe briefly the results of the initial R&D on the production of large mass ZnMoO4
samples which were developed in the Nikolaev Institute of Inorganic Chemistry (NIIC, Novosi-
birsk, Russia) as precursors of the LUMINEU program with thehelp of the LTG Cz technique
[16, 17]. The choice of this method is motivated by its several advantages in comparison to con-
ventional Czochralski (Cz) technique, in particular (i) upto 90% crystal yield from initial com-
pound (around 30% for Cz), (ii) less than 1% of powder loss (around 3% for Cz), (iii) higher
optical quality of the output material thanks to lower temperature gradient and therefore (iv) better
stoichiometry during crystal growth. These features are quite important for the development of
high quality crystals with minimal losses from compounds with both natural and enriched isotopic
composition. The LTG Cz method allows growing large size crystal scintillators, as it was demon-
strated for BGO [19], CdWO4 and ZnWO4 [20]. This technique was applied as well to develop

1EDELWEISS (Expérience pour DEtecter Les Wimps En Site Souterrain) [18] is a dark-matter experiment based on
cryogenic detectors, measuring both the phonon and ionization signals produced by particle interactions in germanium
crystals. This technique allows nuclear recoil events to bedistinguished from electron recoil events.
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excellent optical quality and radiopurity CdWO4 scintillators from cadmium enriched in106Cd [21]
and116Cd [22].

All the aforementioned assets of the LTG Cz technology gave us a strong impetus towards the
successful development of large mass ZnMoO4 crystals. For this purpose, we used 99.995% purity
grade zinc oxide (ZnO) powder provided by the Umicore company [23] and similar purity molybde-
num oxide powder (MoO3, 99.999%) additionally purified at NIIC. High purity of ZnO (Umicore)
in terms of radioactive contamination had already been checked in low background measurements
with zinc tungstate crystal scintillator produced by NIIC [24]. A high purity ZnMoO4 compound
was obtained by solid-phase synthesis. A first 0.9 kg ZnMoO4 crystal boule with a length of about
14 cm was grown in a⊘ 80 mm platinum crucible by using the LTG Cz technique [25]. The boule
was grown in the[001] direction at a rotation speed of 20 rotations per minute (rpm) during the
pulling process. The temperature gradient was kept below 1◦C/cm. As one can see from Fig. 1 (a),
the pulled large ZnMoO4 crystal was slightly yellow colored. The coloration is mostlikely due to
internal trace contamination by transition metals. The ZnMoO4 samples, shown in Fig. 1 (c), were
cut with an irregular shape in order to have as massive as possible detector prototypes. One 329
g ZnMoO4 sample was used for low temperature tests at the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso
(LNGS, Assergi, Italy) [26], while another one with mass of 313 g was used in the present study.

It is evident that a dedicated growth technology is needed todevelop radiopure colorless large
volume ZnMoO4 crystal scintillators. This part of the LUMINEU program will be described in the
next subsection.

2.2 Development of advanced quality ZnMoO4 crystals

An intensive R&D activity – performed before [27] and withinthe LUMINEU program [28] – was
devoted to systematic studies of the purification of the initial compound and to the optimization of
the growing conditions. We remind here some important steps.

Significant improvement in growing colorless large ZnMoO4 crystals was obtained with molyb-
denum deeply purified by using different techniques. In the beginning the purification was achieved
by recrystallization from aqueous solutions by co-precipitation of impurities on zinc molybdate
sediment. In this method, MoO3 dissolved in ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH) was purified by
co-precipitation on zinc hydroxide (Zn(OH)2) [27]. This precipitant was created by dissolving zinc
oxide in ammonium molybdate with subsequent adding of ammonium hydroxide to the solution.
This procedure leads to an increase of the pH level from 6–7 upto 8–9 and therefore to the creation
of insoluble compounds of Fe and Zn and to the absorption of impurities by Zn(OH)2. The se-
lected solution was further purified by adding some amount ofammonium oxalate ((NH4)2C2O4),
which can bind to impurity ions. Ammonium molybdate crystals were released from the solution
by evaporation, and MoO3 was obtained by annealing. The described purification procedure gives
the possibility to grow high optical quality ZnMoO4 crystals with volume up to 50 cm3 (mass
up to 200 g) by using the LTG Cz method [27]. The transmittancemeasurements reported in
Ref. [27] clearly demonstrate the impact of purity on the coloration of ZnMoO4 scintillators. The
new crystals were also tested at millikelvin temperatures with satisfactory results and encouraging
radiopurity [3, 27, 29, 30].

The procedure desrcibed above was improved thanks to a two-stage complex technique devel-
oped recently in the framework of the LUMINEU program [28]. Acombination of double sub-
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1. Large volume zinc molybdate crystal boules with mass∼ 1 kg developed as a precursor (a) and
in the framework of the LUMINEU program (b) (see text). Scintillation elements with mass of about 0.3 kg
produced from precursor (c) and LUMINEU (d) ZnMoO4 crystal boules.

limation (with addition of zinc molybdate) with subsequentrecrystallization in aqueous solutions
(using zinc molybdate as a collector) was used. This technique was applied for the purification
of the molybdenum sample which was used to synthesize the ZnMoO4 compound. The first LU-
MINEU crystals, consisting in several large ZnMoO4 boules with high optical quality, were grown
in platinum crucibles with⊘ 40 and⊘ 80 mm by using the LTG Cz technique and the produced
ZnMoO4 samples (with masses of 55 g and 160 g) were successfully tested above ground in a
scintillating bolometer array [28].

Subsequently, a colorless large mass ZnMoO4 crystal boule was grown in air atmosphere by di-
rectional solidification along the [001] crystalline axis.The boule was melted and then crystallized
again. The growing conditions were as following: the temperature gradient did not exceed 1◦C/cm,
the rotational speed was set in the range of 5–20 rpm providing a crystallization rate around 1 mm
per hour. The mass of the grown boule was at the level of 80% of the initial compound. The
ZnMoO4 boule and two produced large volume scintillation elements(⊘50×40 mm, masses of
336 and 334 g) are shown in Fig. 1 (b) and (d), respectively. The size of the scintillation elements
are already compatible with the LUMINEU requirements and ingeneral with a large-scale 0ν2β
decay experiment.
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3. Tests of ZnMoO4 radiopurity in the EDELWEISS set-up

3.1 Construction of ZnMoO4-based scintillating bolometers

We used 313 g precursor (see Section 2.1) and 334 g advanced (see Section 2.2) ZnMoO4 crystals
to fabricate scintillating bolometers and to test their radiopurity. No special surface treatment
was done except wiping with ultrapure ethanol. Each crystal, instrumented with two temperature
sensors consisting of Neutron Transmutation Doped (NTD) Gethermistors [31], was fixed inside
an individual copper holder by using PTFE supporting elements. The NTD thermistors were glued
by using six spots ofR©Araldite epoxy glue and a 25µm thick R©Mylar spacer, removed after the
gluing operation. Two light detectors [32], consisting of⊘50×0.25 mm Ge disks and instrumented
with NTD sensors, were mounted 2 mm above both plane faces of the precursor crystal to collect the
emitted scintillation light. Only one Ge photodetector (⊘44×0.25 mm) was used for the bolometer
based on the advanced ZnMoO4 crystal. A reflector foil (VM2000/2002, 3M) was fixed inside the
copper supports to improve light collection. A small heating element based on a heavily-doped
silicon meander was glued by one epoxy spot on the surface of each ZnMoO4 bolometer. This
device has a steady resistance value and can be used to injectin the crystal stable-in-time amounts
of thermal energy imitating the heat signals of the bolometer with the aim to control the stability
of their thermal response [33]. NTD sensors and heating elements are read out through gold and
aluminum wires respectively (⊘25 µm), ultrasonically bonded to metallic pads on a Kapton board
glued on the copper holder. The NTD-sensor gold wires provide the thermal link of the detector to
the heat sink.

3.2 Low background measurements in the EDELWEISS set-up

Both ZnMoO4-based scintillating bolometers were tested in the EDELWEISS set-up [18], located
deep underground (∼4800 m w.e.) at the LSM (France). The laboratory location provides good
background conditions, in particular the rock overburden suppresses the vertical muon flux to∼ 5
µ /day/m2 [34]; the total neutron flux is 9.6×10−6 n/day/cm2 [35], which reduces to∼ 1×10−6

n/day/cm2 above 1 MeV [36]. The EDELWEISS set-up is installed inside a clean room (ISO
Class 4) and supplied by a deradonized (∼30 mBq/m3) air flow [37]. The EDELWEISS3He/4He
table-top dilution refrigerator with a large experimentalvolume (50 l) is surrounded by massive
passive shields made of low radioactivity lead (20 cm minimum thickness) and polyethylene (50
cm minimum thickness). The set-up is completed by a muon veto(hermetic at∼ 98.5% [34]),
and by neutron and radon counters to control the external background. After the completion of
the EDELWEISS-II experiment [18], the set-up was upgraded with improved thermal machines,
ultra-radiopure internal copper screens and an inner polyethylene shielding.

The ZnMoO4 precursor crystal was tested during the EDELWEISS-III commissioning run to-
gether with 15 FID (Fully InterDigit) bolometers based on ultra-pure Ge crystals (0.8 kg each)
entirely covered with interleaved electrodes and dedicated to dark-matter search. After the con-
clusion of this run, the advanced ZnMoO4 bolometer was installed with 36 FID detectors. The
EDELWEISS-III physics run is in progress now in this configuration. The EDELWEISS set-up
was further slightly upgraded between these two runs, but the only modification relevant to the
ZnMoO4 tests concerns the data acquisition system (DAQ). In the 15 FID run it was based on 14
bit ADC’s for a part of the channels (including the readout ofthe precursor crystal) and 16 bit
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ADC’s for the rest; in the 36 FID run the 16 bit ADC’s were extended to all the channels. In ad-
dition, the implementation of a correctly working pulser system, driving the stabilization heaters
attached to each element of the scintillating bolometers, was completed during the data taking.

The data were recorded with 2 kHz and 1 kHz sampling rate for the precursor and the advanced
ZnMoO4 detectors respectively. The length of the pulse profile for the ZnMoO4 bolometers was
chosen around 2 s; half of this window contains information about baseline.

The base temperature during EDELWEISS-III commissioning run was stabilized at∼ 19 mK,
while it was decreased to∼ 18 mK for the physics run. The resistances of the NTD sensors at such
temperature conditions were around several MΩ. Difficulties encountered in the operation of the
AC-bias electronics of EDELWEISS with working resistancesin the 10-100 MΩ range prevented
the taking of data at temperatures lower than∼ 18 mK.

The background measurements with the precursor detector were conducted for a total 290 h
live time duration. Two different gain settings both for theheat and the light channels were applied.
Each setting was adopted for approximately half of the totalacquisition time. Significantly higher
statistics was accumulated over 2216 h with the bolometer based on the advanced ZnMoO4 crystal.
Only one gain setting was used for the heat channel, while several gain parameters were tested for
the light channel of this detector. The data were processed off-line by using the optimum filter
procedure [38] in order to extract the amplitude values related to each event both for the heat and
the light signals and to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio.

The energy scale of the heat channels of the ZnMoO4 bolometers was determined mainly
with a 133Ba γ reference calibration source, used in the standard EDELWEISS calibration proce-
dure which is performed periodically. In addition, one calibration measurement for each detector
was performed with a232Th source made of thoriated tungsten wires with a total mass of 15.2 g
containing 1% of thorium in weight. The activity of this source (∼ 600 Bq) was reduced by remov-
ing one half of the wires before the calibration of the advanced ZnMoO4 detector. The Ba and Th
sources were placed outside the cryostat during the calibrations. We removed a55Fe X-ray source,2

normally used to irradiate permanently the rear side of our light detectors, in order to avoid any
possible contamination of the inner volume of the cryostat.

The total energy spectra accumulated by the ZnMoO4 scintillating bolometers in calibra-
tion measurements performed with the133Ba source are shown in Fig. 2. The energy resolution
(FWHM) of the precursor detector at the 356 keVγ peak in the individual data sets was measured
in the range of 6–13 keV giving a value of∼ 7 keV FWHM for the total data set. The advanced
ZnMoO4 bolometer demonstrates excellent performance, in particular the energy resolution varied
in the 3–5 keV range providing∼ 4 keV FWHM for all the collected data. However, this better
performance is not related to crystal quality, but to a more accurate choice of the detector operation
point and DAQ parameters. The fluctuation of the filtered noise (baseline) was at the level of∼ 1.5
keV FWHM for both detectors.

The performance of the ZnMoO4 detectors in a wide energy interval (0.2–2.6 MeV) was tested
in the calibration measurements with the232Th source, and the corresponding energy spectra are
shown in Fig. 3. It is clear that the energy resolution of the 2614.5 keVγ peak of208Tl is worse
than that for other peaks present in the spectra. In particular, the FWHM of this peak was measured

2This source is deposited on copper by drying a drop of55Fe-loaded acid .
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Figure 2. Energy spectra of the133Ba source measured by scintillating bolometers based on precursor (a) and
advanced (b) ZnMoO4 crystals in calibration runs collected over 513 h and 214 h oflive time, respectively.
The energy of gamma quanta and the resolution (FWHM) of the main 133Ba line are given in keV. The fit of
severalγ peaks is also shown.

as 17(1) keV and 10(1) keV with the precursor and advanced ZnMoO4 bolometers, respectively.
During the same calibration, the FWHM value of the nearest intensive single peak, due to 911.0
keV γ ’s from 228Ac, was 10(1) keV for the precursor and 5.0(4) keV for the advanced detector,
respectively. These values are comparable to those obtained in the133Ba calibration. This poorer
energy resolution at the 2614.5 keVγ line can be explained by pile-up effects due to the consid-
erably high activity of the used232Th source. This is consistent with the results of the next data
set for the precursor detector, in which the Th source was moved to another position in order to
shield it by the FID Ge detectors. In these new conditions, a FWHM 9(2) keV energy resolution
was measured at 2614.5 keV over 51 h of data taking. In these conditions, the data shown in Fig. 4
were collected, where the two-dimension distributions of the light and the heat signals measured in
coincidence by the tested ZnMoO4 scintillating bolometers are reported. Fig. 4 confirms the pow-
erful particle identification capability of scintillatingbolometers thanks to the different response of
the ZnMoO4 crystals toγ /β andα events.

3.3 Analysis of ZnMoO4 radiopurity

The level of radiopurity of both tested ZnMoO4 crystals was evaluated by using the data of the low
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Figure 3. Energy spectra of a232Th source accumulated by scintillating bolometers constructed with pre-
cursor (a) and advanced (b) ZnMoO4 crystals. The precursor was irradiated during 19 h, while the data from
the advanced crystal were collected over 37 h. The energies of the most intensiveγ peaks from the232Th
chain are given in keV.

background measurements described above. Both the133Ba calibration and the background data
were used for the precursor in order to have higher statistics and therefore to reach high enough
sensitivity to the contaminants searched for. It is worth also noting that the EDELWEISS set-up
has not been optimized yet for LUMINEU-like detectors, especially as far as the control of the
vibration-induced noise is concerned. As a result, the light channel of the advanced ZnMoO4-
based bolometer was affected in several data sets by a severemicrophonic noise which deteriorated
the performance of the light detector. Therefore, in spite of excellentα /γ discrimination achieved
with the ZnMoO4 bolometers in selected runs, as demonstrated in Fig. 4, we did not apply this
technique to discriminate different components of the background over the full data set. Taking
into account that the dominant part of theγ /β background is located below 2.6 MeV, we used
the data of the heat channels above 3 MeV for radiopurity analysis. In fact, this energy region
is populated mainly byα ’s emitted by the radionuclides of the U/Th chains and therefore very
sensitive to the internal radioactivity of the ZnMoO4 crystals. Muon- and neutron-induced events
give negligible contribution to theα background thanks to the underground conditions and the
dedicated passive shields. Since the pulser system was operational only for a short fraction of the
measurements with the advanced detector (the last 249 h), the stabilization of the thermal response
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Figure 4. Scatter plots of light versus heat signals for the ZnMoO4 scintillating bolometers accumulated in
the calibration measurements with the232Th source. The data for the precursor crystal (a) were collected
over 51 h (larger statistics than in Fig. 3); the advanced crystal (b) was irradiated during 37 h (same data as in
Fig. 3). Theα events (related with the internal contamination of the crystals and populated mainly by210Po
– see text) are clearly separated from theγ/β band. The energy scale is determined by theγ calibration. The
energy position of theα events is shifted by a factor∼1.1 in this scale. This is due to a significantly different
thermal response betweenα andγ/β events (details about quenching factors of heat signals arereported e.g.
in Ref. [39]).

of the ZnMoO4 detectors and the subsequent calibration of theα background was done by using
the distribution of theα ’s emitted by the internal contamination of210Po. In the data fraction for
which it was possible, we have compared heater-based stabilization with that obtained by using
210Po signals, getting similar results.

Theα spectra measured by both ZnMoO4 bolometers – normalized on the live time of mea-
surements and the mass of the crystals – are shown in Fig. 5. Several α peaks caused by trace
internal radioactivity are visible. It is also evident fromFig. 5 that the advanced crystal has signif-
icantly higher purity with respect to the precursor. Below we consider in detail all the peculiarities
observed in the spectra and their origin.

A clear pattern at 5.4 MeV in the data of both detectors visible in Fig. 5 is caused by the
internal activity of210Po (Qα = 5407.5 keV, half-life = 138.376 d). (Here and later onQ’s and half-
lives are taken from Ref. [40] and [41].) First of all, we would like to note that it is rather difficult to
derive from our data to what extent the equilibrium is brokenin the210Pb-210Po sub-chain, which
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Figure 5. The α spectra collected in the low background measurements in theEDELWEISS set-up with
scintillating bolometers based on the 313 g precursor (a) and the 334 g advanced (b) ZnMoO4 samples
operated over 803 h and 2216 h respectively. The origin of theα events providing the highest rates are
indicated. The energy scale is determined by theα peaks. The labels "ext" and "int" refer to surface/external
and bulk contamination, respectively.

is a section of the radon (222Rn) progeny. There are however indications that the internal counts
related to210Po are mainly due its progenitor210Pb (Qβ = 63.5 keV, half-life = 22.3 yr), since
no appreciable decrease of the counts in the210Po internal activity of the advanced LUMINEU
sample was observed over a period much longer (from August 2014 to March 2015) than the210Po
half-life.

We would like to remark however that neither210Pb nor210Po are harmful for 0ν2β decay
search of100Mo, since they cannot populate the region of interest around3034 keV, especially
taking into account the excellentα /β rejection power of our technique. Therefore, we took for
the moment no measure to reduce this contamination, which isby the way welcome at the present
level of∼ 1mBq/kg since it allows a continuous calibration of theα energy scale, offers a natural
method to check and correct detector stability, and monitors theα /β rejection power in real time.

However, in the future we aim at controlling this contamination, which shows to be not very
reproducible at this stage (it is present in both samples at the same order of magnitude, but it is
definitely higher in the advanced crystal, as appreciable inFig. 6 and in Table 1). It is well known
that polonium and lead are highly volatile elements (see, e.g., Ref. [42]). We can preliminary
assume therefore that they sublimated intensively together with molybdenum oxide during the
sublimation step of the molybdenum purification procedure.Furthermore, some part of the210Po
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Figure 6. Zooms of theα spectra shown in Fig. 5 accumulated by the bolometers operated over 803 h with
the precursor (blue line) and over 2216 h with the advanced (red line) ZnMoO4 crystals. The shown energy
interval corresponds to a range ofQα values characteristic of most of the radionuclides of the U/Th chains.

contaminant could be explained by radon inclusion in the ZnMoO4 compound and by accumulation
of the long-living daughters210Pb and210Po due to222Rn short half-life (∼ 3.8 d). In future crystal
growth campaigns, we will revise our procedures assuming the correctness of these considerations.

Obviously,210Pb and210Po inclusion leads to a broken equilibrium in the238U chain, which is
observed in the spectra. It is worth noting that broken equilibrium in the U/Th radioactive chains
occurs in general in crystal scintillators, because some radionuclides can be separated during crystal
production due to different chemical properties and this isthe case for the tested ZnMoO4 crystals.
In addition to210Po, the data for the precursor crystal also exhibit a lowα activity of 238U and
226Ra together with its daughters222Rn,218Po, and214Bi-214Po events. In the case of the advanced
crystal, a few counts are present in the214Bi-214Po region but peak structures corresponding to
226Ra and its daughters are not evident with the current statistics. Most of the peaks due toα
decays in the U/Th chains are expected in the energy intervalof 4–6.5 MeV which is shown in Fig.
6 for theα background of both ZnMoO4 bolometers.

The data of the advanced crystal (see Fig. 5b) contain in the left part of theα spectrum a
weak peak of190Pt (Qα = 3252 keV, 6.5×1011 yr), which is caused by a platinum contaminant due
to ZnMoO4 crystal growth in the platinum crucible. Such a contamination is also quite common
for crystal scintillators and observed for example in TeO2 crystals [43]. Only a hint on platinum
contamination is visible for the precursor data, but the collected statistics was too low to observe
this trace pollution with a high significance level.

A peak-like structure at 5.3 MeV corresponds toEα of 210Po (Eα = 5304.4 keV) and indicates
a surface contamination by210Po (or by its long-living progenitor210Pb) of the crystals and/or of
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Table 1. Radioactive contamination of the advanced (LUMINEU) and precursor ZnMoO4 crystals estimated
from theα spectra accumulated in undergroundmeasurements at the LSM(France). The mass of the crystals
and the total time of the accumulated data are also reported.The results for another large mass precursor,
the 329 g ZnMoO4 crystal which was operated as a scintillating bolometer during 524 h at the LNGS (Italy)
[26], are given for comparison. The uncertainties are givenat 68% C.L., while all the limits are calculated
at 90% C.L. Note that column 2 reports the full released energies inα decays and not just theα energies.

Nuclide Qα -value Half-life [41] Activity [ µBq/kg]
[keV] [40] LUMINEU crystal Precursor crystals

334 g 313 g 329 g [26]
2216 h 803 h 524 h

232Th 4081.6± 1.4 1.405× 1010 yr ≤ 2.3 ≤ 5.5 ≤ 8
228Th 5520.08± 0.22 1.9116 yr ≤ 5.3 12± 4 ≤ 6
238U 4269.7± 2.9 4.468× 109 yr ≤ 1.8 8± 3 ≤ 6
234U 4857.7± 0.7 2.455× 105 yr ≤ 2.5 ≤ 8.1 ≤ 11
230Th 4769.8± 1.5 7.538× 104 yr ≤ 1.8 ≤ 8.4 ≤ 6
226Ra 4870.62± 0.25 1600 yr ≤ 4.8 22± 5 27± 6
210Po 5407.45± 0.07 138.376 d 1271± 22 703± 28 700± 30
235U 4678.2± 0.7 7.038× 108 yr ≤ 3.3 ≤ 7.2 –
231Pa 5150.0± 0.8 32760 yr ≤ 2.8 ≤ 7.2 –
227Th 6146.60± 0.10 18.72 d ≤ 2.8 ≤ 3.8 –
223Ra 5978.99± 0.21 11.435 d ≤ 3.8 ≤ 5.5 –
190Pt 3252± 6 6.5× 1011 yr 3.8± 1.2 ≤ 7.2 –

Unidentified – 134± 12 –
(on surface)

the construction components surrounding them. This effectis common in bolometers, which are
detectors with no dead layer at the surface. It can be appreciated for example in TeO2 bolometers
(see e.g. Fig. 2 in Ref. [44] and, for an extensive discussionand detector response simulations,
Ref. [45]). This surface contamination is much higher for the detector based on the precursor
crystal, providing anα rate similar to that of the internal210Po. A bump at 5.75–5.9 MeV reveals
another surface contaminant of the precursor detector but its origin has not been identified reliably.3

A possible explanation of this difference in surface contamination can be found in some as-
pects of the new protocol. The procedure to produce advancedZnMoO4 crystal scintillators was
indeed improved in comparison to the precursor case: not only MoO3 was deeply purified, but also
synthesis of ZnMoO4 powder was performed mainly in quartz and polypropylene lab-ware and
surface polishing was done with the help of SiO2 polishing powder, while rather contaminated car-

3This structure could be explained by theα-emitting radionuclide244Cm (Qα = 5901.7 keV, half-life = 18.1 yr)
which decays to long-live240Pu (Qα = 5255.8 keV, half-life = 6563 yr). However,244Cm is not a naturally occurring
radionuclide and, as it is synthesized in nuclear reactors,it is a quite rare metal. Therefore, the hypothesis of244Cm
surface pollution should be taken with precaution.
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borundum powder was utilised for the precursor surface treatment. At the same time, some steps
of crystal production were made in the same conditions as of the precursor samples. Therefore,
the reduction of210Po surface contamination will be especially addressed in the R&D which is in
progress: we are going to use radiopure polishing materialsand to minimize the time exposure
to air of all the materials for crystal growth and production. We would like to stress anyway that
one of the advantages of the scintillating bolometer technique is to make surface210Poα particles,
which are often observed in bolometers, totally harmless for 0ν2β decay search, as they can be
efficiently tagged and no associated high-energyβ particles are emitted.

Finally, a small excess of counts around 5.50–5.55 MeV (11 events) for the precursor data
also indicates a possible contamination by228Th. The region of its daughter224Ra is affected by
events from the unidentified surface contaminant and cannotbe used to confirm this contamination.
Otherα emitting radionuclides in this sub-chain,220Rn and216Po, could appear in the data only
as piled-up events due to the short half-life of216Po (∼ 145 ms), which is comparable to the
time response of the precursor-based detector (hundreds ofms). 212Bi is not a sensitive way to
confirm 228Th contamination because in 64% of cases it gives unresolvedβ -α piled-up events
from 212Bi and 212Po decays, populating the wide energy range 8.9–11.2 MeV, while only in the
remaining 36% of cases it undergoes anα decay (Qα = 6207.3 keV). Taking into account that
there was no smooth data taking (we experienced several pauses related to cryogenic maintenance
and daily 1 h regeneration of the FID detectors),α ’s from 212Bi can be lost in the data due to the
considerably long half-life of its mother nucleus212Pb (10.6 h). Therefore, the search for220Rn-
216Po overlapped events was performed and five observedα-pairs are in reasonable agreement with
the228Th structure confirming this contamination.

Since there are no otherα lines observed in the spectra, only limits can be set on activities of
other radionuclides from U/Th families. The activities (orlimits) of all α radionuclides searched
for were obtained from the area of the peaks calculated over threeσ intervals with the median at the
expectedQα values. The parameterσ was determined from the fit of the 5.4 MeV peak of internal
210Po (FWHM = 18(1) and 9(1) keV for the precursor and the advanced crystals, respectively). Two
energy regions (3.4–4 and 4.35–4.65 MeV) with a flatα continuum in which no peaks are expected
were chosen to evaluate the background contribution. It wasestimated as 0.96 and 1.25 counts per
±3σ interval for the precursor and the advanced crystals, respectively. The possible contribution of
226Ra (Qα = 4870.6 keV) to the area of234U (Qα = 4857.7 keV) peak was subtracted. The number
of counts excluded with 90% C.L. were calculated by using theFeldman-Cousins procedure [46].

All the derived activities (or limits) are summarized in Table 1 where the results of the recent
measurements performed at the LNGS (Assergi, Italy) with a bolometer based on a similar size
ZnMoO4 crystal and produced from the same precursor boule are also given for comparison. The
unprecedentedly high radiopurity of the LUMINEU crystal achieved thanks to the adopted purifica-
tion and crystallization procedure is apparent. A significant progress is also reached in the reduction
of the internal contamination of226Ra, which is not clearly detectable now while it was evident in
both precursor crystals (313 and 329 g). The radiopurity levels of∼0.005 mBq/kg achieved for
228Th and226Ra (the most dangerous radionuclides for 0ν2β searches) – even better than those
considered in Ref. [3] (∼0.01 mBq/kg) for very promising sensitivity evaluations offuture100Mo
searches – are therefore fully compatible with the purity requirements of next-generation 0ν2β
experiments capable to explore the inverted hierarchy region of the neutrino mass pattern [3, 4].
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4. Conclusions

A significant progress in the development of large volume ZnMoO4 crystal scintillators with excel-
lent optical quality and high radiopurity has been achievedwithin the LUMINEU program. Two
large volume crystal boules (∼ 1 kg each) were grown by the low-thermal-gradient Czochralski
technique. A slightly yellow colored boule, as a precursor of the LUMINEU project, was syn-
thesized from high purity grade zinc and molybdenum oxides.A colorless crystal was developed
within the LUMINEU program from molybdenum deeply purified by double recrystallization from
aqueous solutions. Two∼ 0.3 kg ZnMoO4 samples were produced from each boule for low tem-
perature tests.

Cryogenic tests of two scintillating bolometers based on the natural ZnMoO4 crystals were
performed in the EDELWEISS set-up at Modane Underground Laboratory (France). The detectors
were operated over long term measurements and demonstratedhigh spectrometric performance
and excellentα /γ discrimination. The measured radiopurity even of the precursor ZnMoO4 crystal
is very high. The observed trace internal contamination of this sample is related to210Po with
activity at the level of 0.70(3) mBq/kg,228U (0.008(3) mBq/kg),226Ra (0.022(5) mBq/kg), and
228Th (0.012(4) mBq/kg), while the activities of the other radionuclides from the U/Th chains and
from 190Pt are below 0.004–0.008 mBq/kg. Deep purification of molybdenum and recrystallization
significantly improve the radiopurity of ZnMoO4 crystals, in particular the activities of228Th and
226Ra inside the LUMINEU crystal are below 0.005 mBq/kg. High collected statistics allows to
observe a very weak activity of190Pt (0.004(1) mBq/kg) caused by a trace pollution by platinum
due to crystal growth in a crucible made of this material. It is to note that the GDMS (Glow
Discharge Mass Spectrometry) analysis of a crystalline sample from the LUMINEU boule has set
a limit of 0.5 ppm on Pt contamination. In fact, the measured190Pt activity corresponds to 0.3(1)
ppm, showing once again the superior sensitivity to trace contamination provided by direct internal
α counting.

The extremely high radiopurity of ZnMoO4 crystals, achieved within the LUMINEU program,
totally satisfies the project requirements and opens the door to the application of ZnMoO4-based
scintillating bolometers to a next-generation 0ν2β experiment aiming to investigate the inverted
hierarchy region of the neutrino mass pattern.
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